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METAL MOULD FOR MANUFACTURE OF VOTIVE STUPAS

very existence of metal moulds for stamping these tablets and miniature clay stiipas
further raises the possibility that an ancient mould may have been reused at a much
later time. Indeed, this is actually the case in the collection of votive tablets on
display at Wat Majimawat at Songkhla in Southern Thailand where a number of
specimens in the collection have been recently produced with the aid of an anCient
mould.
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THE "SEJARAH MELAYU"
TRADITION OF POWER AND POLITICAL STRUCTURE:
AN ASSESSMENT OF RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE
"TUHFAT AL-NAFIS". *
by

TIMOTHY J. MOY

The Tuhfat al-Nafis, or "Precious Gift", has been described by Winstedt as
"by far the greatest Malay history after the 'Malay Annals"', or Sejarah Melayu.l
Composed during the mid-1860s through the efforts of two members (father and
son) of the Bugis royal family in Riau, the Tuhfat is usually ascribed to the younger
man, Raja Ali al-Haji bin Raja Haji Ahmad . The Tuhfat is primarily concerned with
describing relations between Malay and Bugis rulers in the kingdom encompassing
Johor, Riau and Lingga, as well a~ relations between them and the Dutch, from the
early 18th century until 1864. However, of great interest to the present analysis
. are the early sections of Bab I, and the beginning of Bab IL These sections
include, in Virginia Matheson's words, " a resume of the Sejarah Melayu, concentrating
on the history of the establishment of courtly traditions in Malacca, and descriptions of catastrophes which befell the kingdoms of [unjust] Sultans." 2 Bab I actually
carries the story of the Melaka royal lineage up to its last representative, Sultan
Mahmud II, murdered in 1699 A.D.; and Bab II commences with a more elaborate
account of Mahmud's reign and demise. Thjs affair is, of course, not dealt with

•
In the course of current thesis research on 15th-17th century Malay political rationale, the
author had an opportunity to examine parts of the Tuhfat a/-Nafis in comparison with his major
source, the earliest known version of the Sejarah Melay u, otherwise known as the Raffles MS 18.
This article is the result.
By "the Sejarah Melayu tradition of power and political structure" is meant, very briefly, the
following: The Raffles MS 18 presents the reader with a pre-1612 concept of monarchic, status
society in which the ruler has absolute pre-eminence as focus of all social and political activity and
loyalty. Beneath the ruler is a hierarchy of functionaries and title-holders, about which the Raffles
MS 18 is unfortunately vague. The Raffles MS 18 stresses the pact of political relations between
ruler and ruled made by the mythical Sri Tri Buana, ancestor of Malay kings, and Demang Lebar
Daun, ancestor of Malay subjects. The pact establishes two tenets of political order: that all subjects
must always be loyal to their ruler, and that rulers must rule with justice and respect for their subjects.
Allah supervises these two sides of the political agreement, providing the only functional link between
them: if either side departs from the pact, Allah alone may deal with them . However, like all
power systems, that of the Raffles MS 18 requires inherent legitimation, which it provides in two
main ways : (a) by demonstrating the genealogical propriety of a ruler ; and (b) by propagating the
ideological aspects of the pact in terms of loyalty inspired by the ruler's dau/at (transcendental
sanction to rule) versus the repugnant derhaka (disloyalty).
1 R. 0. Winstedt (1963), "Malay chronicles from Sumatra and Malaya ", in : Historians of South
East Asia, ed. D .G.E. Hall, London, O.U.P., 3rd pr., 1963, p. 27.
2 V. Matheson (1973), "Concepts of State in the Tuhfat al-N afis" , n.p ., 1973, p. I.
Paper delivered
at colloquium on pre-colonial S.E. Asian state systems, A.N.U., Apr 1973; to be published with
other papers by MBRAS in Monograph 6: Pre-colonial state systems in Southeast Asia.
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in the Raffles MS 18 version of the Sejarah M elay u, the coverage of which ends
during the regin of Sulta n Ala'u'd-din Ri 'ayat Sha h li about 1536.3
Raja Ali ai-Haji is inva riably associated with the composition of the Tuhfat because
his has been the only published MS since Wi nstedt originally edited it in Jawi in
1932.4 Matheson, who for her Ph . D. at Monash U niversity produced a detailed
editing of extant versions of the Tuhfat a/-Nafis , found that only three recensions
were available to her. Her MS " A" was a short MS in the Koninklijk Instituut
voor Taal-, Land-, en Yolkenkunde (Catalogue No. HS 630), and was an 1896 copy
from a MS in the archives of the Yang Di-pertuan Muda of Riau. Her MS "B"
was Maxwell 2, a copy made for Maxwell in March 1890. This was some 38,000
words longer than MS " A" , contained many embellishments and additional subject
matter, and on the whole appeared to her to be a lengthened redaction of MS "A" .
As her MS " C", Matheson used the so-called " Winstedt text" of 1932 (also known
as the " Johor text"), although she did not really consider it a proper MS. Winstedt's
version was a printed Jawi text which he claimed to be based on a 1923 text belonging
to Tengku Fatimah, daughter of Sultan Abu Bakar of Johor. Tengku Fatimah's
text was, in its turn , a copy from an " older text". However, Matheson felt that
the Winstedt version wa s adequately represented by MS " B" (Maxwell 2). For
this reason , and because it is the only readily available (and romanized) version
of the Tuhfat al-N afis , I have used the Winstedt text for my work and this article. 5
Writing of the Tuhfat was begun in late 1865, and much of the early sections
was taken from the Silsilah M elayu dan Bugis dan Sakalian Raja-Raja-nya without
any acknowledgement. 6 Thi s, however, is not unexpected because the Silsilah was
being written about the same time, and also by Raja Ali al-Haji . 7 On the other
See R.O. Winstedt (1 938) ed ., " The M alay Annals or Sejarah Melayu, the earliest rescension
from MS No. 18 of the Raffles Collection" , in : JMBR A S , vol. 16, pt. 3 (Dec 1938), pp. 1- 226 .
An Engl ish translation of the Raffles MS 18 can be found in C. C. Brown (1970) tr. , S ejarah
M e/ayu or Malay Annals, Kuala Lumpur/Singapore, O.U.P., rev. ed ., 1970. In all subsequent
footnotes, the abbreviation S ejarah den otes Brown's translation, and Raffles MS 18 refers to
Winstedt's romanized edition of the Malay text.
~ R .O. Winstedt (1932) ed ., " A Malay hi story of Ri au and Johore" , in : JMBRAS, vol. 10, pt. 2
(Aug 1932), pp. 1- 320. Win stedt includes an English summary of the Jawi text, which has
since been described as " not wholly relia ble". See A . Sweeney (1967), " Sir Richard Winstedt's
summary of the 'Tubfat al-Nafis" , in: JMBRAS, vol. 40, pt. 1 (July 1967), pp. 155-156.
Raja Ali al-Haji Riau (1965), Tuhfat al-Nafis: sejarah M elay u dan Bugis, ed. Munir bin Ali,
Singapore, M alaysia Publications Ltd ., 1965. In subseq uent footnotes , the abbreviation Tuhfat
denotes this version. See also V. Matheson (1971), " The Tuhfat al-Nafis: structure and sources",
in: BKI, vol. 127, pt. 3 (1971), pp. 376-378 ; and Sweeney (1967), p. 156. In a conversation in
Canberra, June 1974, Matbeson told me that HS 630 proba bly represented the work of Raja
Haji Abmad, while the longer MaxweU 2 and Winstedt MS represented the work of his son,
Raja Ali al-Haji. Incidentally, in the index of the Universiti Malaya library I have seen yet
another cataloguing of a Tuhfat MS. This is a microfilm of an MS called Cod. Or. 8545 (a
Leiden designation ?). However, I am not qualified to say whether this represents a completely
separate MS, or whether it is another Dutch hold ing of HS 630.
s Winstedt (1963), p. 27; Matheson (1971), p. 381. Matheson has also detected several other
sources which were employed without ackn owledgement (pp. 384-385). For excerpts from,
and a summary of, the Silsilah, see H. Overbeck (1926), " Silsilah Melayu dan Bugis dan Sakalian
Raja-Raja-Nya", in : JMBRAS, vol. 4, pt. 3 (Dec 1926), pp. 339- 381.
7 Sweeney is loathe to agree with this view, put forward by Winstedt.
See Sweeney (1967), p. 156,
and note 32 below.
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hand, one of the Tuhfat 's most distinctive features is that it does acknowledge by
name some of the other sources used in its compilation. Matheson found that the
longer redactions (Maxwell 2 and Winstedt's text) exceeded the shorter HS 630 in
this respect, being dominated by references to a "Siak history". 8 In fact, she found a
number of named sources which could not now beidentifiedasextant. 9 Unfortunately
the Sejarah M elayu does not get a mention as such; but in dealing with Melaka Sultanate
history, the Tuhfat refers often to "other" chronicles which recount at length the
episodes which it summarizes. The subject matter strongly suggests that the Tuhfat's
author was aware of a version of the Annals.
This feature of making references to sources reflects a general characteristic
of the Macassar and Bugis historiographical genre of which the Tuhfat is part, i.e.,
a concern for the precise registering of events in "diaries", the maintenance of genealogies, and an overall keen interest in who did what first, and when.l 0 Winstedt,
among others, also commends the author of the Tuhfat for his chronological accuracy, n and it is rather reassuring to the student of M a lay history to find an indigenous
source adhering noticeably to some principles of "Western" historiographical objectivity.
Nevertheless, the Tuhfat's author falls prey to a fault common to most writers
of history: he projects into the text a personal bias in the favour of interests closest
to him. Matheson, for example, has found that Raja Ali is "misleading" about his
attitude to his sources, giving the impression that his quotes "are faithfully ... recorded. However, when the passages from sources in the Tuhfat are compared with
their originals, it becomes obvious that the author has often altered them to coincide
with his own interpretation of events ... ". Being pro-Bugis, the author does violence
most often to the "Siak history" that he employs. 12 Winstedt has also noted that
the text "has the adventitious interest of giving the [general] Malay viewpoint of
events, of which there are Dutch and English records". 13 But these aspects of the .
Tuhfat are hardly surprising, and in my opinion are far outweighed by the overall
historiographical accuracy of the text, particularly when compared to the Sejarah
Melayu. In addition, such biases occur in sections irrelevant to this paper. 14

8
9
1
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Matheson cites Roolvink as believing that the "Siak history" concerned is one of two extant
MSS: Cod. Or. 7304 and v.d. Wall 191. See Matheson (1971), p. 380.
Matheson (1971), pp. 383-384.
For discussions of South West Celebes historiography, see J. Noorduyn (1963), "Some aspects
of Macassar-Buginese historiography", in: Historians of South East Asia, ed. D. G. E. Hall,
London, O.U.P., 3rd pr., 1963, pp. 29-36; and A.A. Cense (1966), "Old Buginese and Macassarese diaries", in: BKI, vol. 122 (1966), pp. 417-424.
Winstedt (1963), p. 27. See also Abdul Rahman Kasbon (1970), "Perbandingan Raja Ali Haji
dan Abdullah bin Abdul Kadir Munshi sebagai sejarawan", in: Dewan Bahasa, vol. 14, no. 12
(Dec 1970), pp. 558-564; and the "Introduction" to L. Andaya (1971), The kingdom of Johor
1641-1728: a study of economic and political developments in the Straits of Malacca, n.p., Ph.D .
thesis, Comell University, 1971.
Matheson (1971), pp. 388-389.
Winstedt (1963), p. 27.
As stated at the beginning of this article, the relevant sections of the Tuhfat are the early portions
of Bab I and the commencement of Bab 11, i.e., Tuhfat, Bab I, pp. 1-10; Bab 11, pp. 33-36.
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The "Tuhfat" on power and hierarchy

Unlike the Raffles MS 18, the Tuhfat a/-Nafis makes continual reference to
territories controlled by a central kingdom, i.e., areas outside Johor-Riau which
recognized the administration of the yang di-pertuan muda and the sultan. According
to Matheson, "the coronation formulae of both the Sultan and the YPTM refer
specifically to the ruler's authority over the dependencies .. .", which were termed in
the text either daerah ta'a/ok or jajahan teluk rantau.l5
However, the Tuhfat joins the Sejarah M e/ayu in having no concept of " the state".
As Matheson says :
"The closest we approach in the Tuhfat to a conceptualized idea of authority
is in the word 'kerajaan'. But the concept of'kerajaan' is inextricably linked with
the 'raja' and seems to imply a power which is inherent in the position of Sultan
and is intimately connected with the reigning Sultan of the time." 16
The tangible integrating force in the Johor-Riau realm was, instead, upward-focused
loyalty, which Matheson sees as of a "feudal" type 17 ; this loyalty worked from a
broad mass base to a pyramidal top consisting solely of the ruler, and travelling
through intermediate upper echelon foci such as the Bendahara and Temenggong.
In other words, the Tuhfat's brand of loyalty is to personalities rather than to an
" ideology" and an ideologically-defined person, such as one finds in the Raffles MS
18. The Tuhfat presents a " real" political world, wherein it falls to the sultan to
keep his subordinate chiefs and ministers on friendly terms with each other in order to
preserve the realm's cohesion.
In constrast to the Raffles MS 18, the Tuhfat does not emphasize the necessity
of absolute loyalty to the ruler. On the contrary, it is far more explicit in demonstrating how the ruler's conduct affects the welfare of his kingdom and people,
depicting various catastrophes which befall kingdoms as divine punishment for regal
IDJUStices. Most striking of all is the absence in the Tulifat of any reference to the
ancient pact between Sri Tri Buana and Demang Lebar Daun out of which the
Sejarah Melayu derives the political fundamentals which it stresses, and which run
as an undercurrent through the Tulifat as well However, this point will be discussed
in more detail later.
The Tuhfat ai-Nafis is not at all helpful to anyone endeavouring to sort out the
complex and poorly articulated array of titles in the Sejarah Melayu, relating to the
sub-regal hierarchy. Of course, the major positions of Bendahara, Penghulu
Bendahari/Sri Nara 'diraja, and Temenggong are quite distinct, as is that of Laksamana. Apart from them, the other titles emerge only in the personalities of their
various holders, and not in terms of functions attached to them - if indeed specific
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Matheson (1973), p. 9.
Matheson (1973), p. 16. On the kerajaan concept, see also Andaya (1971), pp. 36-38.
See Matheson (1973), pp. 7, 11. The use of the term "feudal" is ill-advised in the Tuhfat context,
if only on the grounds of the notorious problem of defining the term, and the appropriateness
of most definitions to European historical patterns. See, for example, E. A. R . Brown (1974),
" The tyranny of a construct: feudalism and historians of Medieval Europe", in: The American
Historical Review, vol. 79, no. 4 (Oct 1974), pp. 1063-1088.
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functions attach to many of the titles at alL Thus, attempts to separate functional
ranks from honorifics in the Melaka sultanate hierarchy remain frustrating .
One new datum is that the Tuhfat gives a Raja Besar M uda as ~uccessor of
Iskandar Shah (founder of Melaka) and as institutor of various court protocols,
the royal regalia, and the positions of "the four mentri" (ministers) and four bentara
(court heralds). 18 This personality, however, does not appear in the Raffles MS
18, in which only Raja Tengah (Sultan Muhammad Shah, tillrd ruler of Melaka)
is credited with the elaboration of court protocol and adat_l9
The Tuhfat also introduces us to the new and exceedingly powerful position of
yang di-pertuan muda or yamtuan muda. Its inception dates from the reign of Sultan
Abdul-Jalil II (d. 1677 A.D.), well past the coverage of the Raffles MS 18, and its
development covers the 18th century. 20 The yamtuan muda eventually became the
direct overseer of the Johor-Riau kingdom on the ruler's behalf, also supervising
ills household, organizing his trading interests, advising him on policy matters, and
running the kingdom's defence. The rise of this figure in the sub-regal hierarchy
resulted in the eclipse of the Bendahara, whose Melaka sultanate predecessors
figured so strongly in the Sejarah Melayu account of political structure. It also
affected the sultan's position in "real power" terms, but as the phenomenon falls well
outside tills paper's time-frame, it cannot be considered in any detaiL
The Tuhfat's information on the position of Bendahara for the Melaka sultanate
period is sketchy, and in the Bab I "summary" there is no effort to provide a comprehensive genealogy of holders of that position. However, an important item of
data given in the Tuhfat, and about which the Raffles MS 18 is surprisingly vague, is
that the "first Bendahara", Tun Permata Muka Berjabar was the brother of Sri
Tri Buana's successor at Singapura, Sri Pekrama Wira. 21 He was, therefore, the
vital source of royal blood for the Bendahara lineage, ranking it second to the rulers'
line. Tills is particularly significant when we recall that it was a Bendahara who
succeeded the childless Mahmud II in 1699 A.D. The Tuhfat also describes the first
Bendahara as the official who " memerentah segala menteri2 yang di-bawa takhta
kerajaan-nya".22 For the rest of the Tuhfat's account, however, various Bendaharas
emerge in the text largely as personalities of note or notoriety. Tills is particularly
18
19
20

21

22
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Tuhfat, Bab I, p. 4.
Sejarah, Ch. VI, p. 44ff.
Tuhfat, Bab I, p. 9. This is the first reference to the yang di-pertuanmuda in the text, the position
being held by Abdul Jalil ll's brother, who lived in Pahang and died in 1087 A.H. (I 676 A.D.),
becoming known as Marhum Muda. See also Winstedt (1932), pp. 320-319. Matheson
appears to have missed this reference, for she places the first mention of the yamtuan muda at the
time when the Bendahara succeeding Sultan Mahmud in 1699 A.D. as Sultan Abdul Jalil III
appoints his saudarafbrother the Temenggong to the position [Matheson (1973), p. 3]. Winstedt,
on the other hand, says the saudara so appointed was the Indra Bungsu [Winstedt (1932), p. 319].
The actual text gives both versions, of which Winstedt's interpretation is the second. But the
Malay is ambiguous, and to decide definitely one way or the other is very difficult. See Tuhfat,
Bab 11, p. 35.
Tuhfat, Bab I, pp. 2-3. Cf. Raffies MS 18, p. 62, and Sejarah, Ch. lll, pp. 20-21, where the
first Bendahara is named Tun Perpateh Permuka Berjajar. To extract the Tuhfat's data from
the Raffies MS 18 account is virtually impossible.
Tulifat, Bab I, p. 3., i.e., he commanded all the ruler's ministers. Of course, this is a retrospective
observation.
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the case for the Johor-Riau Bendahara Tun Habib, " styled Bendahara Seri Maharaja", for whom we are given a date of death (7 Muharram 1109 = 26 July 1697) 23;
and his son and successor, Bendahara ibni Dato' Bendahara Tun Habib Sri Maharaja, who comes to succeed Mahmud 11 as Abdul Jalil Ill, after conspiring in
Mahmud 's assassination. 24
The only Temenggong appearing in the Tuhfat al-N afis is a post-Raffles MS 18
character, the saudara of (Dato') Bendahara ibni Bendahara Tun Habib, and also a
conspirator in the murder of Mahmud. The Tuhfat gives two versions of his subsequent career: that he was made yamtuan muda, and that he was appointed Bendahara .25 As for the Sri Nara 'diraja, a title which the Raffles MS 18 makes synonymous with penghulu bendahari or treasurer, there is but one reference to this official
in the reign of the young Sultan Mudzafir/ Mudzafar of Johor, who always consulted
him and the Dato' Bendahara (of the day) before taking decisions. 2 6 The ranks of
Laksamana (named in the Tuhfat as Hang Nadim) and Sri Bija 'dlraja are mentioned
only in connection with their military service of Sultan Ala' u'd-din II, in whose reign
the Raffles MS 18 concludes.27 Finally, two hulubalang, or warrior captains, appear
in the Tuhfat as personalities: titled Megat Sri Rama and Sri Bija Wangsa, they are
Mahmud II's assassin and bodyguard respectively. 28
In addition to the yang di-pertuan muda, another new title/rank emerges in the
Tuhfat, i.e., the Indra Bungsu. The text does not say what function may have been
attached to the title, but it is fairly certain that Indra Bungsu was an exalted title,
since Mahmud II's Indra Bungsu was the third major conspirator in the plot to
allow Megat Sri Rama to menderhaka and kill Mahmud. In one version of postassassination events, the Tuhfat says the Indra Bungsu was made yang di-pertuan
muda.29
The "Tuhfat" and legitimation by genealogy
In Bab I, the Tuhfat gives a royal genealogy running from Sri Tri Buana to
Sultan Mahmud 11 of Johor. Up to Sultan Ala'u'd-din Ri•ayat Shah 11, son of
Mahmud I, the Tuhfat's king-li st repeats the Shellabear MS of the Sejarah Melay u,
and varies from the Raffles MS 18 only with the insertion of an additional ruler
between Raja Iskandar Shah (founder of Melaka) and Sultan Muhammad Shah, i.e.,
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Tuhfat, Bab I, pp. 9-10. Conversions from Islamic to Christian dates were carried out using
tables in G .S.P . Freeman-Grenville (1963), The Muslim and Christian calendars, London,
O.U.P., 1963.
24 Tuhfat, Bab I, p. 10; Bab II, pp. 33-34. This Bendahara is also referred to as Dato' Bendahara
in Bab ll, which is somewhat confusing since his father (Tun Habib) had the title Dato'. It
means either that father, then son, conspired in Mahmud's murder (which seems unlikely as
there is no death notice for a Dato' Bendahara in Bab li); or that by the late 17th century
Bendaharas had the title Dato' as a matter of course.
2 5 Tuhfat, Bab II, pp. 34-35. See also note 20 above.
2s Tuhfat, Bab I, p. 8.
27 Ttthfat, Bab I, p . 8.
28 Tuhfat, Bab IJ, pp. 33-34.
zv Tuhfat, Bab II, pp. 34-35 . See also note 20 above.
23
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the Raja Besar Muda mentioned earlier. 30 Table I summarizes the differences
diagrammatically. Such differences naturally pose a large question as to the facts
of the early Melaka sultanate period, but it is far more important in the analysis of a
text's legitimating function to determine the degree to which it is internally consistent,
and what devices it employs to maintain this consistency.
From Sultan Muhammad to Sultan Ala'u'd-din Il, the Tuhfat and the Raffles
MS 18 are in agreement, at least as to order of succession and regnal titles. However,
the Tuhfat does not go into as much detail regarding marriages of rulers and the
maternal side of their descent. In this connection the two texts differ markedly at
one point. The Tuhfat gives Raja Kassim, later Sultan Mudzafar Shah, as the son ·
of Tun Ratna Wati, daughter of the "Kling" Mani Perindan. The Raffles MS 18,
on the other hand, describes him as a son of Sultan Muhammad Shah's "other wife,
the Bendahara's daughter" ; it marries Ratna Wati off to Bendahara Sri A mar 'diraja
and has her give birth to Tun 'Ali, a famous Melakan Sri Nara 'diraja.31
From Sultan Ala'u'd-din II to Sultan Mahmud, the last ruler of the SingapuraMelaka lineage, the Tuhfat provides data past the Raffles MS 18 coverage, but again
does not go into consistent detail regarding marriages and maternal descent.3 2
Table 2 summarizes this series of rulers.
The king-lists of the Tuhfat ai-Nafis perform the very simplest of legitimating
functions of the genealogical category: they demonstrate valid and direct descent
from ruler to ruler, and an ancestry back to the mythical, ma~ical Sri Tri Buana.
The Raffles MS 18 does more than this, and more obviously, in that it places great
emphasis on pedigree, linking the Malay lineage of Melaka back to Alexander the
Great (Iskandar Dzul-Karnain) and mighty Indian dynasties. In this latter text,
genealogy extends its legitimating function to encompass the fundamental "rightness"
of a lineage to wield power, in terms of reflected glories of its antecedents. Genealogy
thus encroaches upon the preserves of ideology, which is the subject of the next
section. But the Tuhfat does not achieve anything more than showing the legality
of regal descent, and this is not surprising since the sections dealing with pre-Mahmud
11 genealogy are, by the author's admission, summaries of "other longer histories".
As far as genealogical legitimation for the Melakan sub-regal hierarchy is
concerned, the Tuhfat simply does not give sufficient data to draw up lineages. Its
most significant contribution, as already pointed out, is to specify the royal lineage
origin of the Bendahara branch.
The "Tubfat" and legitimation by ideology
In the traditional Malay context, discussion of ideological legitimation immediately involves the difficult concepts of daulat and derhaka- supramundane sanction
of a ruler, and disloyalty to a ruler. The most useful working assumption in dealing
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See Wang Gang-wu (1968), " The first three rulers of Malacca", in: JMBRAS, vol. 41, pt. 1
(July 1968), p. 13. The Shellabear version of the Malay Annals referred to is W. G. Shellabear
(1967) ed., S ejarah M elayu, Kuala Lurnpur, O.U.P., edisi baru (new ed.), 1967. In subsequent
footnotes, the abbreviation " Shellabear MS" will denote this edition .
Sejarah, Ch. VII, p. 51 ; and Tuhfat, Bab I, p. 5.
It should be noted here that the Tuhfat version of succession from Ala'u'd-din 11 does not tally
with the genealogy given in the other work that Raja Ali al-Haji is believed to have written. the
Silsilah M elay u dan Bugis. See Overbeck (1926), p. 348, and notes 6 & 7 above.
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